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Temperature proﬁles in hollow ﬁber (HF)–direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) are modeled
analytically using the standard perturbation theory and the method of separation of variables.
The theoretical results explain experimental observations reported in the literature. For HF–MD, new
basic quantities Fw and Sw are proposed instead of conventional mass and heat ﬂux deﬁnitions,
respectively. Temperature varies linearly in the longitudinal direction, and Fw and Sq are proportional
to the membrane thickness to the power of  2/3. The stream speed of the hot feed primarily controls
mass transfer, and the lumen ﬂow rate signiﬁcantly inﬂuences the heat transfer. An analytical expression
of the theoretical maximum membrane length is derived, which decreases with transmembrane
temperature difference and increases with feed and permeate streams. The best performance of HF–
DCMD operation in terms of mass and heat transfer can be reached by using a short HF membrane with
fast stream speeds. For membranes of similar pore size and thickness, MD membranes of high porosity
will give better performance by providing sparser pore structures and consequently lower spatial
fraction for heat transfer.
& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Membrane distillation received close attention in academia and
industry due to its ability to produce clean water using low-grade
heat or alternative energy sources at an inexpensive rate [1]. In
1996, the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
(IUPAC) recommended the deﬁnition of membrane distillation
(MD) to be a “distillation process in which the liquid and gas
phases are separated by a porous membrane, the pores of which
are not wetted by the liquid phase” [2]. MD is a non-isothermal
process, of which the driving force is the partial pressure gradient
of evaporated water vapor along membrane pores. Speciﬁc MD
characteristics include membranes that (i) are porous with pore
size of an order of Oð0:1Þ μm, (ii) are hydrophobic not to be wetted
by the process liquid, (iii) do not alter vapor/liquid equilibrium,
(iv) should not allow liquid condensation inside pores, and
(v) should be maintained in direct contact (at least) with the hot
feed stream. In MD processes, momentum, heat, and mass transport simultaneously occur in liquid and gas phases. Momentum
transfer in the hot feed and cold permeate sides provides a
dynamic framework, on which a thermal gradient is properly
maintained across the porous membrane. The water phase
n
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changes from liquid to gas on the feed side of the membrane
interface, which is driven by the established temperature gradient.
Concentration gradient of evaporated water is induced by the
temperature gradient and generates diffusive vapor transport to
the cold permeate side of the membrane interface. Migration of
water vapor along membrane pores contributes to convective heat
transfer in addition to the heat conduction through the gaseous
phase in pore spaces and the solid part of the membrane matrix.
In terms of mass transfer, vapor ﬂux (through membrane pores) is
much slower than speeds of the feed and permeate streams, and
therefore can be treated as a small perturbation to these channel
ﬂows. A primary drawback of MD utilization and commercialization is its low permeate ﬂux in comparison to conventional
separation techniques such as reverse osmosis, and more speciﬁcally, inconsistent observation of the vapor ﬂux with respect to
module conﬁgurations and sizes. Low energy efﬁciency of DCMD
also precludes industrial commercialization using available transmembrane temperature gradient [3,4].
MD typically has four types: direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) [5], vacuum membrane distillation (VMD) [6,7],
sweep gas membrane distillation (SGMD) [8,9], and air-gap membrane distillation (AGMD) [10–12]. Extensive review and detailed
analyses of these MD types can be found elsewhere [13]. DCMD is
very popular because of its low resistance to heat and mass
transfer and wide applicability to various areas. Condensation of
water vapor occurs at the membrane–permeate interface within
modules so that no external unit is required for gas-to-liquid
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phase conversion of evaporated water. In DCMD, the transport
mechanism consists of ﬁve sequential steps: (i) heat and mass
transport from the hot bulk feed to the membrane surface, (ii)
evaporation of water molecules with latent heat absorption at the
(hot) feed–membrane interface, (iii) migration of water vapor
through membrane pores and convective/conductive heat transfer
across the membrane, (iv) condensation of transferring watervapor and dispensation of the absorbed latent at the (cool)
permeate–membrane interface, and ﬁnally (v) heat and mass
transfer from membrane–permeate interface to the cool permeate
bulk phase [1]. The migration mechanisms include Knudsen and
Brownian diffusion, Hagen–Poiseuille (HP)-type gaseous ﬂow, and
surface diffusion. Slow net velocity of vapor molecules in the
conﬁned pores and low afﬁnity of water vapor to hydrophobic
pore surfaces often discard contributions of HP ﬂow and surface
diffusion along pores [14–16].
Flat sheet (FS) type DCMD modules can permit high feed and
permeate ﬂow rates (potentially with turbulence) of the feed and
permeate streams with low pressure drop along the ﬂow directions [13,17–19]. Some researchers conducted modeling studies on
the FS-DCMD using empirical correlations of dimensionless numbers and length-averaged mass and heat balances [20–22]. On the
other hand, hollow ﬁber (HF) membranes can be desirable for
industrial applications due to high packing density, i.e., total
membrane area per unit volume. Low pressure drop with stable
ﬂow conditions can be pursued with optimal packing density and
speciﬁc conﬁgurations of HF bundles in a containing vessel. Teoh
et al. [23] fabricated and tested HF–DCMD modules with bafﬂes
and spacers, modifying ﬁber geometries for desalination processes. One of the main impediments of the HF module is its
low ﬂux, typically 1–4 l/m2 h (LMH) at 40–60 1C [24,25], (much)
lower than that of FS membranes of 20–30 LMH [26]. Turbulence
promoters are likely to be required to reduce temperature polarization, but require extra energy consumption.
To the best of our knowledge, there are only a few fundamental
theories or modeling studies on HF–DCMD, which directly solve
full governing equations. Empirical correlations using dimensionless numbers are widely used for analysis of DCMD [25,27–30].
In heat transfer, the Nusselt number (Nu) is correlated with
Reynolds (Re) and Prandtl (Pr) numbers plus channel geometry
and in mass transfer, the Sherwood number (Sh) is represented as
a function of Schmidt number (Sc), Re, and geometrical
information of the membrane. Cheng et al. [25] developed a
mathematical model to maximize DCMD performance by integrating the permeate ﬂux along the membrane. Mass, momentum and
energy were balanced on both the feed and permeate sides.
Length-averaged ﬂux and thermal efﬁciency were calculated with
respect to velocities and temperatures of feed and permeate
streams. Fluid ﬂows within and between ﬁbers were assumed
to vary only in the axial direction and therefore their radial
variations (causing a shear effect on lumen and shell surfaces)
were discarded due to complexities of the module geometry. Chen
et al. [28] developed the two-dimensional mathematical formulation of the ﬂat-plate concurrent-ﬂow DCMD process for predicting
pure water productivity, temperature polarization proﬁle and
hydraulic dissipated energy. The 2D partial differential equations
were reduced to one ordinary differential equation and solved
using the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method. Bui et al. [29]
developed semi-empirical models using iterative methods of
classic dimensionless analysis and studied simultaneous heat
and mass transfer in DCMD of a HF conﬁguration. They indicated
that the dependency of Nu on Pr and Sh on Sc can be stronger than
those from Sider–Tate and Hausen models [31,32]. The exponent
of Pr was suggested to be 0.55 instead of the conventional value of
0.33. This must be due to the porous nature of the membrane and
tortuousness of pore network structures. Although the model
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utilizing empirical correlations provides simple and prompt estimation of MD performance and so can be used to design serial
and/or parallel conﬁgurations, local transfer phenomena of
momentum, mass, and heat are simply averaged out in both the
radial and axial directions. Zhang et al. [30] developed a model for
predicting the ﬂux and evaporation ratio in DCMD using a
compressible membrane. This model used the local (instead of
length-averaged) Nusselt number calculated from turbulent ﬂow.
Other interesting applications include transport resistance [33],
pore-size distribution [34,22] neural network modeling [35], use
of factorial design [36], dusty-gas model-based analysis for concentration of black currant juice [37], drinking water production
[38], solar-assisted DCMD application [39], Monte Carlo simulations [40] and non-equilibrium thermodynamics [41]. Modeling
papers described above well explained experimental results
within reasonable error ranges. Full governing equations of
momentum, heat, and mass transfer are reduced to a certain
degree and numerically solved using experimental correlations.
Excellent review on recent MD research using theoretical models
can be found elsewhere [42].
Although HF–DCMD is a practically effective conﬁguration in
terms of high membrane area per module volume, its modeling
with rigorous balances seems to be challenging due to the
complex packing structure of many ﬁbers. Multi-scale phenomena
must be properly investigated with the same degree of theoretical
approximation, exchanging key physical information at various
length scales: molecular mean-free-path to pore sizes, pore
diameter to tortuous pore path, membrane thickness to length,
and module length to vessel diameter. If numerical methods are
used to solve the multiple governing (partial differential) equations at fundamental levels, ﬁne and multi-scale mesh-grids seem
to be inevitable to mimic vapor transfer through a number of HF
membranes in a cylindrical vessel. Computational ﬂuid dynamics
combined with heat and mass transfer simulations can fully
analyze HF–DCMD phenomena to a certain degree of accuracy,
but is generally not practical for performance prediction followed
by operational optimization. In this light, we aim to develop an
analytic model to investigate performance of HF–MD membranes
by seamlessly connecting momentum/heat/mass transfer phenomena at multiple scales.

2. Theory
A number of HF membranes are bundled in parallel in a
cylindrical vessel of radius Rvsl . A higher HF packing provides more
membrane surface area, but closer distance between two adjacent
ﬁbers may reduce the transmembrane temperature gradient and
decrease the permeate ﬂux per ﬁber. This is because the thickness
of the temperature polarization layer can be comparable to the gap
between two ﬁbers, especially when stream ﬂows are slow or ﬁbers
are very long. The spatial complexity due to the large number of
aligned, cylindrical HFs often makes transport modeling formidable
unless a certain mathematical simpliﬁcation is suggested. We
idealize the geometry of a number of packed HFs using a cylindrical
unit cell model and investigate heat and mass transfer phenomena
across the porous membrane, as inﬂuenced by momentum transfer
in the hot-feed and cold-permeate streams.
Fig. 1 shows a single HF of thickness δm and length L
concentrically located in the (imaginary) cylindrical unit cell. This
conﬁguration represents a simpliﬁcation of N fbr ﬁbers of inner and
outer radii of a and b, respectively, aligned in the vessel with a HF
packing fraction of ϕ ¼ N fbr b =R2vsl . This setup makes the many HFs
in a vessel equivalent to a single ﬁber positioned at the center of
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
the unit cell of radius c ¼ Rvsl = Nfbr . Momentum, heat, and mass
2
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Fig. 1. Schematic of cylindrical cell model for a HF membrane divided into inner (0 o r o a), membrane (a o r o b), and outer (b o r o c) regions, where a and bð ¼ a þ δm Þ are
2
the inner and outer radii of HF membrane of thickness δm , respectively, and c is the radius of the cylindrical unit cell of packing fraction ϕ ¼ b =c2 . The inner (lumen)/outer
(shell) stream has inlet velocity u=v of constant inlet temperature T lmn =T shl . Boundary temperature has a form of Tij, where i ¼ 1; 2; 3 and 4 for radial locations of
r ¼ 0; a; b; and c; and j ¼ 0 and L for the axial locations.

transport are separately treated in each region and linked seamlessly at membrane boundaries. The vapor migration through
membrane pores is considered as perturbed to ambient momentum transports in the inner (lumen) and outer (shell) regions. The
counter-current ﬂow mode is applied in the lumen and shell sides,
which is to efﬁciently maintain the transmembrane temperature
gradient pseudo-constant along the longitudinal direction. This
theory is originally developed for the hot-in/cold-out (HICO)
mode, but the hot-out/cold-in (HOCI) case is also studied by
exchanging the lumen and shell inlet temperatures. By seamlessly
linking solutions for the transport equations in the lumen, membrane, and shell regions, we systematically investigate effects of
operating conditions and module geometry on the HF–DCMD
performance.
Assumptions: Throughout this theory, the following assumptions are made and described when speciﬁcally applied.

 Momentum transfer: in both lumen and shell sides, (i) ﬂuid








ﬂow is within the laminar regime and does not slip on the
inner and outer HF surfaces, (ii) radial and angular components
of the ﬂuid velocity are negligible in comparison to z-directional ﬂow, jV r j and jV θ j 5 jV z j, (iii) azimuthal symmetry is
valid by neglecting angular dependencies, ∂=∂θ ¼ 0, and (iv) the
entrance effects of lumen and shell ﬂow are negligible because
of the geometrical conditions, a and b 5 L.
Heat transfer: (i) ﬂuid pressure is independent of temperature
so that viscous dissipation is neglected, (ii) heat transfer in the
longitudinal direction is negligible to that in the transverse
direction, j∂T=∂zj5 j∂T=∂rj, and (iii) temperature proﬁles in
lumen and shell sides follow similar functional forms.
Mass transfer: (i) the vapor ﬂux is negligible in magnitude to
ﬂuid speeds in both sides, and (ii) total pressure in conﬁned
pore spaces is approximately 1.0 atm.
Material properties: (i) viscosity and density of water are not
sensitively changing in each side due to the small temperature
change in the longitudinal direction, (ii) thermal conductivity
of the porous membrane is approximately constant with
respect to temperature, and (iii) thermal conductivity of the
solid–gas mixture is better represented by Maxwell0 s fundamental representation than isostrain and isostress models.
Module geometry: (i) all the ﬁbers in the vessel are parallel to
each other and to the ﬂow directions, and (ii) each cylindrical

cell is completely independent and so does not exchange
momentum, heat, and mass with adjacent ones.
2.1. Momentum and heat transfer in lumen
Momentum transfer: We assume that ﬁbers in the cylindrical
vessel are parallel to each other as well as to the ﬂow directions.
The ﬂuid velocity components in the radial and angular directions
are assumed to be zero, V θ ¼ V r ¼ 0 in both lumen and shell sides
and azimuthal symmetry is presumed, ∂=∂θ ¼ 0, for all momentum, heat, and mass transfer phenomena. The axial ﬂow ﬁeld Vz
survives as it varies with r and z. The vapor ﬂux is usually much
smaller (in magnitude) than ﬂuid speeds of the inner and outer
streams. The axial momentum transfer at membrane interfaces is,
therefore, not signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the vapor ﬂux across
the HF membrane. For laminar ﬂow (Re o 2100), the Navier–
Stokes equation in steady state is represented, discarding the
vapor ﬂux, as


1 ∂ ∂V z
1 ∂P
r
ð1Þ
¼
r ∂r
∂r
μ ∂z
where P is the hydraulic pressure in stream channels. The general
solution of Eq. (1) is
V z ðrÞ ¼ A1 r 2 þA2 ln r þ A3

ð2Þ

for both inner and outer ﬂuid ﬂow, where A1, A2 and A3 are unknown
constants to be determined later using ﬂow rates and boundary
conditions. Water viscosity μ gradually decreases with temperature,
implying that coefﬁcients Ai ði ¼ 1  3Þ may change in the radial
direction. Temperature variations in channels are, however, too small
(i.e., more or less a few degrees Kelvin) to signiﬁcantly change the
physical properties of the ﬂuid such as water density and viscosity
[32]. Therefore, Ai can be considered as an indifferent function of
temperature: mathematically, ∂Ai =∂T  0 and hence ∇Ai  0. We
apply boundary conditions for the inner velocity u:
uðr ¼ 0Þ ¼ finite

ð3Þ

uðr ¼ aÞ ¼ 0

ð4Þ

to derive
uðrÞ ¼ 2〈u〉½1  η2 

ð5Þ
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where ηð ¼ r=aÞ is the dimensionless radial coordinate, and 〈u〉 is the
cross-section-averaged ﬂow speed in the lumen region:
Z a
1
U
uðrÞπ r dr ¼ 2lmn
ð6Þ
〈u〉 ¼ 2
πa 0
π a N fbr
where U lmn is the total ﬂow rate through lumen spaces of Nfbr ﬁbers.
The validity of the no-slip boundary condition of Eq. (4) is as follows.
Mean free path of water molecules in the liquid phase is of an order
of O(10  10) m, and the membrane pore size is O(10  7) m. The
Knudsen number is then of an order of O(10  3), i.e., the ratio of
the mean free path to the pore diameter. As expected, the lumen
ﬂow is in the continuum regime. This condition also applies to the
outer surface. (See Section 2.2 for details.)
Heat transfer: Thermal diffusion and convection are balanced in
this inner (lumen) region, represented by
∇  ðκ lmn ∇T inr Þ ¼

∂
ðρ cpw uT inr Þ
∂z w

ð7Þ

where T inr is the inner temperature, κ lmn is the thermal conductivity of water at the lumen temperature, ρw is the water density,
and cpw is the speciﬁc heat of water at constant pressure. (See
Appendix for thermal properties of water with respect to temperature.) For a HF membrane, its length is usually much longer
than ﬁber diameters and thickness (L b a; b; and δm ); and channel
ﬂows are a few orders of magnitude faster than the vapor ﬂux
(〈u〉 and 〈v〉b J w ). Due to these characteristics, the heat conduction
is dominant in the radial direction as compared to that in the axial
direction:



 
1 ∂ ∂T inr  ∂2 T inr 

b

r
ð8Þ
 r ∂r
∂r   ∂z2 
Mathematically, Eq. (7) has a translational invariance in terms of
T inr : adding (or subtracting) a reference (constant) temperature,
let us say T inr;ref , does not change the validity of the heat
conduction–convection equation (7). We deﬁne a reduced temperature and thermal Peclet number as

Φ¼

T inr  T inr;ref
T inr;ref

ð9Þ

Pelmn ¼

and heat ﬂux proﬁles as


1
1  e  λlmn ζ=βlmn 1  λlmn B0 FðηÞ
4
T inr ðη; ζ Þ ¼ T lmn  ΔT lmn
1  e  λlmn =βlmn
and

2〈u〉L

ð10Þ

αlmn

of
respectively, where αlmn ¼ κ lmn =ρw cpw is the thermaldiffusivity

the lumen stream water, typically of an order of O 10  7 m2 =s.
Substitution of Eqs. (9) and (10) into (7) gives


1 ∂
∂Φ
∂Φ
η
¼0
ð11Þ
 βlmn ð1  η2 Þ
η ∂η ∂η
∂ζ

ð13Þ



κ ∂T 
κ ΔT lmn expð  λlmn ζ =βlmn Þ
qinr ¼  lmn inr 
¼ λlmn B0 lmn
a ∂η 
4a
1  expð  λlmn =β lmn Þ
η¼1
ð14Þ
respectively, where ΔT lmn is the temperature difference between
the inlet and outlet of the lumen, λlmn is the coupling constant
derived using the method of separation of variables, and B0 is
an arbitrary constant to be determined. FðηÞ is a non-linear
function of η as deﬁned in Eq. (A.10). (See Appendix for detailed
calculation.) The heat transfer rate across the lumen surface is then
calculated as
Z 1
π
ΔQ inr ¼ 2π aL
qinr ðζ Þ dζ ¼ β lmn B0 κ lmn LΔT lmn
ð15Þ
2
0
which is inﬂuenced by lumen ﬂow speed, thermal properties of
ﬂuids, and ﬁber geometry.
2.2. Momentum and heat transfer in shell
Momentum transfer: On the shell surface and cell boundary, the
ﬂuid velocity and tangential stress are assumed to be zero. These
boundary conditions are written for ﬂuid velocity and tangential
stress as
vðr ¼ bÞ ¼ 0

ð16Þ

and
∂v
¼0
∂r

τrz ¼ τzr ¼ μ

at r ¼ c

ð17Þ

respectively. Eq. (17) conceptually stems from Happel0 s tangentialstress-free cell model for packed spheres [43]. Applying Eqs. (16)
and (17) to the general solution for v (Eq. (2)), the outer ﬂow ﬁeld
is calculated as
v ¼  2vb f ðsÞ½1 þ s2 ln χ 2  χ 2 

and
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for 1 o χ o s

ð18Þ

where χ ¼ r=b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃis a new dimensionless radial coordinate, and
sð ¼ c=b ¼ 1= ϕÞ is the ratio of the radius of the cylindrical unit
cell to the shell surface. Eq. (18) indicates that logarithmic, gradual
variation of the outer ﬂow ﬁeld in the radial direction becomes
dominant as s increases: for a low packing fraction, v varies slowly
apart from the shell surface. The representative outer speed is

where ζ ð ¼ z=LÞ is the dimensionless axial position and

βlmn ¼ Pelmn

a2
L

2

¼

2〈u〉a2
αlmn L

ð12Þ

which contains the ﬂuid mechanical, thermal, and geometrical
information. The inner radius a and the membrane length L are on
the order of Oð10  4 Þ m and Oð10  1 Þ m, respectively. The mean
speed 〈u〉 has values on the orders of Oð10  1  100 Þ m=s. In this
case, the Peclet number is about 104 or 105 , and a2 =L2 is Oð10  6 Þ:
therefore, β lmn value hardly exceeds the order of Oð101 Þ unless the
ﬁber length is impractically short. The fast thermal convection
along the membrane length L is (geometrically) balanced by the
slow thermal diffusion in the transverse direction.
Using the perturbation approach with the method of separation
of variables, we calculate the ﬁnal form of the inner temperature

Fig. 2. Variation of f and s of Eq. (20) with respect to packing fraction ϕ.
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calculated as
vb ¼

U shl

ð19Þ

π b2 N fbr

where U shl is the volumetric ﬂow rate of the shell side. The effect
of packing fraction on the ﬂow ﬁeld is represented by
1

f ð sÞ ¼

s ln s
4

s

s

4 þ4 2 3 4 1

¼

ϕ2
4ϕ  3  2 ln ϕ  ϕ

2

ð20Þ

which is a positive, increasing (and decreasing) function of ϕ (and
s). Fig. 2 shows how sensitively f ðϕÞ varies with respect to the
packing fraction ϕ. Given the shell ﬂow rate U shl , two extreme
cases are s-1 þ and s-1, which indicate a packing fraction
ϕ-1  and ϕ-0 þ , respectively. The former represents the vessel
as fully packed with HF membranes so that the ﬂow speed is
extremely fast through narrow inter-ﬁber spaces; and the later
means a few HFs exist in a vessel so that the outer ﬂow ﬁeld to
each ﬁber is similar to that of a single HF. As ϕ increases from
 0:4, f starts increasing drastically. Values of f are 1.0 and 10.0 at
ϕ ¼ 0:45 and ϕ ¼ 0:64, respectively, but s changes only from 1.5 to
1.25. The average outer speed is
〈v〉 ¼

vb

s2 1

¼

vb ϕ
1ϕ

ð21Þ

which increases with the packing fraction. For a predetermined
U shl , a higher ϕ will provide a faster 〈v〉, which will lessen the
temperature polarization on the outer membrane surface. However, the required pressure, if too high, may exceed the threshold
hydraulic pressure, i.e., liquid entry pressure to pores, and therefore potentially cause membrane wetting.
Heat transfer: The heat equation for thermal convection and
diffusion in the outer region has the same form as Eq. (7) with κ lmn
and u replaced by κ shl and v, respectively. We deﬁne the reduced
temperature in this region as

Ψ¼

T otr T otr;ref
T otr;ref

ð22Þ

where T otr and T otr;ref are the outer temperature proﬁle and its
reference value, respectively. The dimensionless governing equation is


1 ∂
∂Ψ
∂Ψ
¼ β shl 1 þ s2 ln χ 2  χ 2
ð23Þ
χ
χ ∂χ ∂ χ
∂ζ
where

βshl ¼

2

2

2vb b
2〈v〉b
f ð sÞ ¼
f ðsÞðs2  1Þ
αshl L
αshl L

ð24Þ

and αshl ¼ κ shl =ρw cpw is the thermal diffusivity of the shell stream
water. In addition, the permeate thermal Peclet number may be
deﬁned as
Peshl ¼

2〈v〉L

ð25Þ

αshl

Using the same mathematical method, we derive the ﬁnal
forms of the outer temperature proﬁle and heat ﬂux at the shell
surface as
20

1

1

3

C  λ Gðχ Þ
ΔT shl
C  λshl ζ=βshl
6B 5 4 shl
7
T otr ðχ ; ζ Þ ¼ T shl þ
 e  λshl =βshl 5
Ae
4@
1
1  expð  λshl =β shl Þ
C 5  λshl GðsÞ
4

ð26Þ
and
qotr ¼ 



κ shl ∂T otr 
κ ΔT shl
gðsÞ
expð  λshl ðζ  1Þ=βshl Þ
¼ λshl shl

b ∂χ 
4b
C 5  14λshl GðsÞ 1  expð  λshl =βshl Þ
χ¼1
ð27Þ

respectively, where ΔT shl is the axial temperature difference in the
shell between the inlet (z ¼L) and outlet (z ¼0), and λshl and C5 are
temperature correlation constant and arbitrary constant, respectively, to be determined. The heat transfer rate normal to the outer
(shell) surface is then
"
#
Z 1
π
gðsÞ
ΔQ otr ¼ 2π aL
qotr ðζ Þ dζ ¼ β shl
κ shl LΔT shl ð28Þ
2
C 5  14λshl GðsÞ
0
where G and g functions are deﬁned in Eqs. (A.26) and (A.27),
respectively. (See Appendix for detailed calculation.) Note that Eqs.
(26)–(28) have similar functional forms to those of Eqs. (13)–(15)
for the lumen region.
2.3. Heat and mass transfer in membrane
The driving force of vapor migration is the partial pressure
gradient of vapor molecules along the membrane pore, which is
often converted to a temperature gradient using the Clausius–
Clapeyron equation [44]. An underlying assumption of this approximation is that (1) the membrane is very thin so that both
temperature and partial pressure vary linearly across the membrane,
and (2) the evaporation and condensation occurs at the average
temperature of feed and permeate streams in the middle of a
membrane pore. The second assumption is valid only for a low
temperature gradient of low feed temperature. The subsequent
phase transformation intervened by pore migration was systematically studied using the two-interface model [22], which indicates
that the vapor ﬂux does not solely depend on the (length-averaged)
temperature difference between the hot-feed and cold-permeate
streams, but individually on the feed or permeate temperature.
Heat transfer: We assume that the heat transfer across the
membrane is predominant in the radial direction and therefore its
magnitude is
qmbr ¼  κ mbr

∂T mbr
þ HJ w
∂r

ð29Þ

where κ mbr and H are the thermal conductivity of the porous
membrane and the effective molar enthalpy, respectively. The
vapor ﬂux through membrane pores is represented using Fick0 s
law [22]:

ε
∂nw
ð30Þ
∂r
τ
where τ is the diffusive tortuosity of the membrane pore structure, nw
J w ¼  Deff ðTÞ

is the molar concentration of water vapor in pore spaces [mol/m3],
and Deff ðTÞ is the effective diffusion coefﬁcient as a combination of
Brownian and Knudsen diffusion using Bosanquet0 s relationship [45]:
1
1
1
¼
þ
Deff ðTÞ DB ðTÞ DK ðTÞ

ð31Þ

The Brownian diffusivity of water vapor was empirically correlated
with the temperature:
DB ðm2 =sÞ ¼ BT 1 þ α

ð32Þ

where α ¼ 1:072 and B ¼ 1:895  10 =P T ðPaÞ. Within pore spaces,
the total pressure PT is often assumed to be 1 atm. The Knudsen
diffusivity of the water vapor through a pore of radius dp is
pﬃﬃﬃ
DK ¼ K T
ð33Þ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
where K ¼ 3dp 8R=π M w and R and Mw are the universal gas constant
and the molecular weight of water, respectively. The diffusive tortuosity is deﬁned as the ratio of the total length of a curved path that
molecules should diffuse through the straight length between starting
and ending points. Several models were suggested by Weissberg [46],
Tsai and Strieder [47], Beeckman [48], Iversen and Jorgensen [49], and
Delgado [50]. A critical review on the tortuosity representations as
5
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related to hydraulic, electrical, and diffusional properties can be found
elsewhere [51]. In Beekman0 s work, an analytical approach was used
to model the nature of highly interconnected pores:

τ¼

ε

ð34Þ

1  ð1  εÞ1=3

which is chosen in the current study for membranes of high porosity.
The diffusive tortuosity of MD membranes is reported as typically
about 2.0 at high porosities [52]. Eq. (34) calculates the diffusive
tortuosities of 2.28, 2.12, and 1.92 for porosity of 0.6, 0.7, and
0.8 respectively, which in our opinion best mimics tortuous structural
properties of MD membranes. Heat transfer occurs through both solid
membrane matrix and gas phase within pores, of which thermal
conductivities are κ s and κ g , respectively. κ s of commercially available
membranes ranges from 0.1 to 0.3 W/m K, and the gas phase consists
of stationary air and water-vapor molecules. The membrane thermal
conductivity κ mbr is therefore a function of κ s , κ g , and ε. The isostrain
model assumes heat transfer in serial:

κ mbr ¼ εκ g þ ð1  εÞκ s

ð35Þ

and the isostress model indicates parallel heat transfer:
1

κ mbr

¼

ε 1ε
þ
κg κs

ð36Þ

Phattaranawik et al. [53] reported that the isostress model equation
(36) is better than the isostrain model to explain experimental
observation using reported data. García-Payo and Izquierdo-Gil [54]
recommended Maxwell0 s fundamental model [55] for effective thermal conductivity of a solid–gas mixture when porosity is higher than
0.6:

κ mbr ¼ κ g

1 þ 2βκ ð1  εÞ
1  βκ ð1  εÞ

ð37Þ

where β κ ¼ ðκ s  κ g Þ=ðκ s þ 2κ g Þ. The thermal conductivities of several
membrane matrices are listed in Table 1, indicating that κ s gradually
increases with temperature. Thermal conductivity values (κ mbr ) of
PVDF and PTFE were measured between 0.027 and 0.041 W/mK [56],
which ﬁtted well using κ s values at 296 K [53], i.e., 0.18 and 0.25 W/
m K for PVDF and PTFE, respectively, with κ g ¼ 0:028 W=m K for air–
vapor mixture. By a series of tests, we found that κ s ðT ¼ 348 KÞ values
of Table 1 noticeably overestimate the membrane thermal conductivity and underpredict the vapor ﬂux. Therefore, we assume that κ s is
approximately constant over the temperature range of DCMD operation, and use the above-mentioned values at 296 K. Within pore
spaces, the gas phase is a mixture of dry air and water vapor. Water
vapor must be saturated at feed/permeate–membrane interfaces (with
the relative humidity of 100%). Then, the concentration of the
saturated vapor can be calculated using the Clausius–Clapeyron
equation and the ideal gas law. Tsilingiris [57] provided a correlation
of thermal conductivity of saturated humid air with respect to
temperature:

κ g ¼ K 0 þ K 1 T C þ K 2 T 2C þK 3 T 3C þ K 4 T 4C ½W=m K

ð38Þ

where K 0 ¼ 2:40073953  10  2 , K 1 ¼ 7:278410162  10  5 , K 2 ¼
1:788037411  10  20 ,
K 3 ¼  1:351703529  10  9 ,
K4 ¼
 11
3:322412767  10
, and T C ¼ T 273:15 K. Substitution of κ s
Table 1
Thermal conductivities (W/m K) of polytetraﬂuoroethylene (PTFE), polyvinylidene
ﬂuoride (PVDF), and polypropylene (PP) at 296 K and 348 K. Data obtained from
Refs. [1,59,56].

Fig. 3. Variation of thermal conductivities (κ mbr ) of PTFE, PVDF, and PP with respect
to temperature (calculated using Eq. (37)), and that of air with 100% relative
humidity (of Eq. (38)). Membrane porosity values in Table 1 are used.

values from Table 1 and κ g of Eq. (38) into Eq. (37) gives thermal
conductivities of PTFE, PVDF, and PP membranes with respect to
temperature, as shown in Fig. 3. All thermal conductivities increase
linearly from low temperatures and reach their maxima near 70–
80 1C. κ g with 100% relative humidity culminates near 73 1C [57],
which causes the decreasing trend of the thermal conductivity of
porous membranes at high temperatures. In Fig. 3, lowered κ mbr of
PTFE for T Z80 1C is primarily ascribed to its higher porosity as
compared to those of PVDF and PP. High porosity not only increases
the permeate ﬂux by providing more void spaces for vapor molecules
to diffuse through but also decreases the membrane conductivity by
reducing the fraction of the solid membrane matrix. In addition, the
effective molar enthalpy carried by the diffusing vapor molecules is
rewritten as [22]
H ¼ H 0 c p T

ð39Þ
2

where H 0 ¼ 24:527 kJ=mol and c p ¼ 5:2434  10
kJ=mol K. (See
Appendix for details.)
In this membrane region of the steady state, heat and mass are
neither created nor annihilated so that ∇  qmbr ¼ 0 and ∇  J w ¼ 0,
which are in scalar forms
1 ∂
ðrq Þ ¼ 0
r ∂r mbr

and

1 ∂
ðrJ Þ ¼ 0
r ∂r w

ð40Þ

respectively. From Eq. (40), we deﬁne
Sq ¼ r qmbr

ð41Þ

F w ¼ r Jw

ð42Þ

which are constants with respect to r. Sq and Fw, are interpreted as
mass and heat transfer rates per unit membrane length, having
units of [Watt/m] and [mol/m s], respectively. In FS-DCMD
operations, mass and heat transfer rates in the transverse direction
per unit membrane area are constant and determine the MD
performance. In HF–DCMD, the transfer rates per unit membrane
length (instead of surface area) must be more reasonable
to use because of the geometrical characteristics of the bored
cylindrical ﬁber. We substitute Eqs. (29) and (30) into (41) and (42)
to obtain


ε dnw ∂T
Sq ¼  κ mbr ðTÞ þ HðTÞDeff ðTÞ
ð43Þ
τ dT ∂ ln r
and

Membrane type

κ s at 296 K

κ s at 348 K

ε

PTFE
PVDF
PP

0.25 (  0.27)
0.17 (  0.19)
0.11 (  0.16)

0.29
0.21
0.20

0.90
0.75
0.70

ε dnw ∂T
τ dT ∂ ln r

F w ¼  Deff ðTÞ

ð44Þ

where we replace ∂nw =∂T by dnw =dT because nw is a sole function
of temperature. At a given location ζ , both Eqs. (43) and (44) can
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be integrated such as


Z Ta
1
ε dnw
Sq ¼  
κ mbr ðTÞ þ HðTÞDeff ðTÞ
b
τ dT
Tb
ln
a

length scale. Equating Eqs. (48) and (53) gives
ð45Þ

dT

1
 
b
ln
a

Z

Ta
Tb

Deff ðTÞ

ε dnw
dT
τ dT

ð46Þ

respectively, where T a ¼ T inr ðη ¼ 1; ζ Þ and T b ¼ T otr ðχ ¼ 1; ζ Þ are
temperatures at the lumen and shell surfaces, respectively. The
ﬁrst and second terms of Eq. (45) represent conductive and
convective heat transfer across the HF membrane , respectively.
Due to the complex nature of effective diffusivity with respect to
temperature (Eq. (31)), Eqs. (45) and (46) are not analytically
integrable, but numerical integration is allowable because the
integrands are sole functions of T. Note that Sq and Fw are explicit
functions Ta and Tb that vary with ζ . Once Sq is ﬁnally calculated,
T mbr can be calculated backward as a function of r=a and ζ using

r  1 Z Ta 
ε dnw
¼
dT
ð47Þ
ln
κ mbr ðTÞ þ HðTÞDeff ðTÞ
a
Sq T mbr
τ dT
where T mbr varies from Ta to Tb as r increases from a to b. The
average heat transfer rate from the shell to lumen surfaces along
the ﬁber is
Z 1
ΔQ mbr ¼ 2π L
Sq ðζ Þ dζ ¼ 2π L〈Sq 〉
ð48Þ
0

When axial temperature variations are small, possibly due to fast
ﬂow speeds, i.e., T a  T lmn and T b  T shl , the theoretical maximum
limits are 〈Sq 〉max ¼ Sq ðT lmn ; T shl Þ and 〈F w 〉max ¼ F w ðT lmn ; T shl Þ. Then,
the following inequality holds

ΔQ mbr r 2π LSq ðT lmn ; T shl Þ

ð49Þ

In addition, the amount of heat transferred per unit time from the
inlet to the outlet of the lumen and shell streams is
Z a
ΔQ lmn ¼ ρw cp ½T inr ðr; 0Þ  T inr ðr; LÞuðrÞ2π r dr
¼

π
2

0

βlmn κ lmn LΔT lmn Iinr

and

ΔQ shl ¼ ρw cp
¼

π
2

Z

a
0

ð50Þ

ð54Þ

†

Nu ¼

hf
kf

ð55Þ

which does not speciﬁcally include df. In Eq. (55), the dependence of
†
Nu on HICO and HOCI modes is implicitly included in 〈Sq 〉, and hf
must be insensitive to the feed temperature variation. This is
because 〈Sq 〉 is monotonously proportional to ΔT f . Fig. 5 shows
†
similar trends of hf, hf , and Nu with respect to T shl having the
temperature and thermal conductivity of the permeate stream
†
ﬁxed. Note that hf and hf have different units, [kW/m2 K] and
[W/m K], respectively. As the shell temperature increases from 30 to
80 1C, the thermal conductivity of the hot feed water varies only
†
about 10% (0.615–0.667 [W/m K]) and hf is about 10 times larger
than kf. Nu for the permeate stream can be calculated using the
same method. It would be worth developing a new empirical
correlation using a series of simulations, but it is beyond the scope
of the current paper.
2.4. Determination of unknown parameters
1. We presumed that the heat ﬂux through the HF membrane is
dominant in the radial direction. In this case, local heat ﬂuxes
qinr and qotr (Eqs. (14) and (27))) must depend on ζ in the same
manner. This provides

λlmn λshl
¼
βlmn βshl

ð56Þ

meaning that axial and radial couplings of temperature proﬁles
in the inner and outer channel are linearly correlated to each
other. If the variation of the inner temperature in the radial and
axial directions are decoupled, then λlmn converges to zero and
so does λshl .
2. By equating ΔQ inr ¼ ΔQ lmn (Eqs. (15) and (50)), we obtain

1
7
B0 ¼ 1 þ
λlmn
ð57Þ
96
3. By equating ΔQ otr ¼ ΔQ shl (Eqs. (28) and (51)), we calculate

½T otr ðr; LÞ  T otr ðr; 0ÞvðrÞ2π r dr

C 5 ¼ gðsÞ þ λshl f ðsÞI otr;2 ðsÞ

βshl κ shl LΔT shl f ðsÞIotr

ð51Þ

respectively, where I inr and I otr are dimensionless functions. (See
Appendix for full representations.)
Heat transfer coefﬁcient and dimensionless number analysis:
Empirical correlations relate the (dimensionless) Nusselt number
(Nu) with Re and Pr to estimate the heat transfer coefﬁcient (hf):
Nu ¼

2〈Sq 〉
ΔT f

which has the same dimension of the thermal conductivity. A more
adequate form of Nu for the cylindrical geometry is suggested in
this paper as

and
Fw ¼

†

hf ¼ hf df ¼

hf df
¼ f ðRe; PrÞ
kf

ð52Þ

where kf is thermal conductivity of water and df is the representative length scale, chosen as the ﬁber diameter on the feed side.
Calculated hf (from Nu) is used to relate the heat transfer rate ΔQ f
and the temperature change ΔT f at the feed–membrane interface:

ΔQ f ¼ Am hf ΔT f ¼ π Lh†f ΔT f

ð53Þ
†

where Am ð ¼ π Ldf Þ is the membrane area, and hf ð ¼ hf df Þ is a
product of the conventional heat transfer coefﬁcient and the

ð58Þ

4. By equating ΔQ mbr ¼ ΔQ inr (Eqs. (49) and (15)), we obtain


4S q
7
ΔT lmn ¼
1 þ λlmn
ð59Þ
96
κ lmn βlmn
5. By equating ΔQ mbr ¼ ΔQ otr (Eqs. (49) and (28)), we calculate



4S q
f ðsÞI otr;2 ðsÞ 1
 GðsÞ
ΔT shl ¼
1 þ λshl
ð60Þ
gðsÞ
4
κ shl βshl

To completely solve this HF–DCMD problem, we need to determine six parameters: λlmn , λshl , B0, C5, ΔT lmn , and ΔT shl . Matching
the above conditions provides only 5 inter-relationships of
Eqs. (57)–(60). This is because for each lumen and shell stream,
only one inlet boundary condition of temperature is given, T lmn
and T shl , respectively. The outlet temperature of each stream
or axial temperature gradient should be provided to predict the
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full temperature proﬁle. Conversely, without knowing the lumen
temperature difference, ΔT lmn , between its inlet and outlet of its
outlet temperature T lmn  ΔT lmn , it is not possible to determine
all six unknown parameters. One should set T lmn and T shl , and
experimentally measure ΔT lmn and ΔT shl to determine λlmn and
λshl . This approach of using experimental observation, however,
does not allow us to fully predict non-isothermal phenomena of
HF–DCMD for design purposes. We restrict ourselves to cases of
λlmn  λshl -0 and investigate the performance of HF–DCMD with
the fast feed/permeate steam ﬂow not having any adjusting
parameters.
For a negligible λlmn and λshl , the inner and outer temperature
proﬁles are calculated from Eqs. (13) and (26)
1
T inr ðη; ζ Þ ¼ T lmn  ΔT lmn  ½ζ þ βlmn FðηÞ
4

ð61Þ

1
T otr ðχ ; ζ Þ ¼ T shl þ ΔT shl  ½1  ζ þ βshl Hðχ Þ
4

ð62Þ

and those on the lumen and shell surfaces are
1
T a ðζ Þ ¼ T lmn  ΔT lmn  ½ζ þ βlmn Fð1Þ
4

ð63Þ

1
T b ðζ Þ ¼ T shl þ ΔT shl  ½1  ζ þ βshl Hð1Þ
4

ð64Þ

GðsÞ  Gðχ Þ
gðsÞ

ð65Þ

In the above temperature proﬁles, the coupling constant λlmn and
λshl is limited to zero. However, if one sets λlmn ¼ λshl ¼ 0 and
solves the governing equations, then coupling is arbitrarily
dropped off and the axial dependence (with respect to ζ ) would
not appear in Eqs. (61)–(64). (See Appendix for functional form of
Gðχ Þ and gðsÞ and other details.)
Note that ΔT lmn is the temperature difference along the lumen
center (r ¼0) between the feed inlet and outlet; and ΔT shl is that
along the unit cell surface (r ¼c). In Eqs. (61) and (62), these axial
temperature differences are calculated using Eqs. (59) and (60),
after setting λlmn ¼ λshl ¼ 0. In this zero coupling limit, the inner
and outer temperature proﬁles consist of linear combinations of
axial and radial functional forms, product terms of ζ and η (or χ )
do not exist. The length-averaged temperatures on the inner and
R1
outer
membrane
surfaces
are
〈T a 〉 ¼ 0 T a ðζ Þ dζ
and
R1
〈T b 〉 ¼ 0 T b ðζ Þ dζ , which can be simply obtained as T inr ðζ ¼ 12 Þ
and T otr ðζ ¼ 12 Þ, respectively. Heat transfer rates in the inner and
outer channels are simpliﬁed as

π
ΔQ inr ¼ κ lmn LΔT lmn βlmn
2

ð66Þ

and

π
ΔQ otr ¼ κ shl LΔT shl βshl
2

Iterative solution procedure: The ﬁnal solutions for the ﬁve
unknown parameters can be obtained using simple iterative procedures as follows, after calculating βlmn and βshl using Eqs. (12) and
(24), respectively.

1. Calculate Sq using Eq. (45) with T a ðζ Þ ¼ T lmn ðζ Þ and T b ¼ T shl ,
and calculate 〈Sq 〉 ¼ 〈Sq 〉max .
2. Use 〈Sq 〉 to calculate ΔT lmn and ΔT shl using Eqs. (59) and (60),
respectively.
3. Calculate T inr and T otr of Eqs. (61) and (62), respectively.
4. Update T a ðζ Þ and T b ðζ Þ, of Eqs. (63) and (64), respectively.
5. Update Sq and Fw and calculate 〈Sq 〉 and 〈F w 〉.
6. Go back to Step 3 until both 〈Sq 〉 and 〈F w 〉 converge within a
tolerable error of 10  6 .
7. Calculate T mbr as a function of r/a and ζ , using Eq. (47).
A graphical user interface of this simulation code is under development and will be available as open source software.

3. Results and discussions

where
Hðχ Þ ¼

175

ð67Þ

which are monotonously proportional to the membrane length L.
Deviation from the linear relationship between the heat transfer
rate and the membrane length is due to the gradually decreasing
trend of Sq with respect to L. (See next section for details.) Note
that Eq. (67) indicates that the heat transfer rate of the shell
stream ΔQ otr [W] is controlled by β shl (of Eq. (24)) varying with s
or packing fraction ϕ. When the mean ﬂuid velocity is ﬁxed in the
outer region, a large inter-ﬁber space (proportional to s) will
provide higher volumetric ﬂow rate of available heat to be
transferred and hence reduce the axial temperature polarization.
Each mean surface temperature (i.e., 〈T a 〉 and 〈T b 〉) is proportional
to ΔT and βΔT; ΔT is controlled by thermal, ﬂuid dynamic, and
geometrical characteristics, but βΔT by only thermal properties of
the membrane and ﬂuid streams.

3.1. Comparison to experiments (in the literature) and further
analysis
Mean vapor and heat ﬂuxes with temperatures: Fig. 4 shows the
comparison between the current theory and Wang et al.0 s [58]
experiments. In counter-current ﬂow mode, hot streams of various
temperatures enter the shell side (i.e., outer region) and a cold
stream of 17.5 1C ﬂows into the lumen region. The permeate ﬂux is
calculated using the external radius b such as J w ¼ F w =b as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Note that Fw is radially invariant. Therefore, calculation
of ﬂux by dividing Fw by the inner or outer radius should be
consistent to calculate the permeate ﬂux. A convention is to make
use of the radius of the HF surface facing the hot feed stream. The
current theory without any ﬁtting parameters slightly underestimates Wang et al. [58]0 s experimental measurements with
the overall error of 25.4 76.1%. This difference can be explained by
estimating the ﬁber number and spatial packing conﬁguration.
In Wang et al. [58]0 s work, the total membrane surface area of a HF
bundle is reported as 150 cm2 , which allows us to calculate the
ﬁber number (about 30) by dividing the total surface area by the
shell surface area of each ﬁber (2π bL ¼ 5:09 cm2 ). Since 30 ﬁbers
can be organized between 5-by-5 and 6-by-6 square arrays, at
least half of the 30 ﬁbers must be located close to the vessel wall,
where the temperature polarization must be radially asymmetric
and somewhat less than those in the central region. The current
theory presumes the number of ﬁbers is large enough to discard
edge effects on ﬂow ﬁeld and temperature polarization near the
vessel wall. As the model presumes an identical temperature
proﬁle per ﬁber, we think that difference between the theory
and the experiment in Fig. 4 is primarily ascribed to the small
number of ﬁbers (N fbr ¼ 30) used in Wang et al.0 s [58] experimental setup. The relative error decreases with the shell temperature (of the hot feed) from 32.4% at 33.3 1C to 17.0% at 79.3 1C. The
current theory predicts experimentally observed vapor ﬂuxes
better at higher feed temperatures. This indicates that the edge
effect is less signiﬁcant for high transmembrane temperature
gradients. A dense HF packing in a large vessel can promote more
homogeneous production of distilled water among ﬁbers. If the
thermal conductivity of the vessel is low enough (as shown in
Fig. 3), a small number of ﬁbers (of several tens) in a smaller vessel
may enhance the permeate ﬂux per ﬁber. The geometrical heterogeneities of ﬂow ﬁeld as well as temperature distribution can
form on the plane perpendicular to ﬁbers. With the same packing
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Fig. 4. (a) Permeate ﬂux (F w =b) comparison and (b) heat ﬂux (S q =b) prediction between experimental observation by Wang et al. [58] and the current model of PVDF hollow
ﬁber membrane at lumen inlet temperature of 17.5 1C. The shell (outer) side inlet temperature varies from 30 1C to 80 1C. Conditions used are 〈u〉 ¼ 0:8 m=s, 〈v〉 ¼ 1:6 m=s,
a ¼ 0:3 mm, b ¼ 0:41 mm, ε ¼ 0:738, dp ¼ 0:17 μm, L ¼ 0:2 m, ϕ ¼ 0:48, and N fbr  30. The thermal conductivity of PVDF membrane matrix is determined using
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
κ PVDF ¼ 0:18 ðW=m KÞ [53], and the cell radius is calculated as c ¼ b= ϕ ¼ 0:59 mm. The overall error between the experimental data and theoretical results of the permeate
ﬂux is 25.4 7 6.1% with maximum of 32.4% at the lowest temperature 30.33 1C and minimum of 17.0% at the highest temperature 79.30 1C.

Fig. 5. Plots of Nusselt number Nu (–), heat transfer coefﬁcient hf (kW/m2 K), and
†
hf (W/m K) deﬁned in Eq. (54) for HF modules with respect to the shell (feed)
temperatures. The thermal conductivity of hot feed water varies from 0.615 to
0.667 (W/m K) with the variation of T shl ; and that of cold permeate is ﬁxed at 0.593
(W/m K) at 17.5 1C.

density, a smaller vessel (in terms of Rvsl ) has a higher fraction of
packed ﬁbers adjacent to the vessel surface. These ﬁbers may
distill the hot feed water more efﬁciently than ones near the
central region. The permeate ﬂux non-linearly increases with hotfeed temperature, which mimics the vapor pressure proﬁle versus
temperature. (See Fig. A2(a) of Kim [22].)
Calculated heat ﬂux, 〈Sq 〉=b, shown in Fig. 4(b) has a quasi-linear
trend in a wide range of feed temperature. The sum of the conductive
and convective heat ﬂux gives the total heat ﬂux across the
membrane. As expected, the conductive heat ﬂux is dominant, being
linearly proportional to the feed temperature. Trends of the vapor
ﬂux and convective heat ﬂux look similar because they are intercorrelated with each other as a function of vapor concentration nw.

However, the smaller magnitude of the heat convection does not
signiﬁcantly change the linearity of the total heat ﬂux versus
temperature. The total heat ﬂux is simply proportional to the
temperature gradient across the HF membrane, but the mass ﬂux
depends on the temperature gradient as well as the absolute
temperature of the hot-feed stream. The porous nature of the
membrane allows water evaporation followed by the convective
heat transfer through void pores, which is roughly 20% of the
conductive heat transfer through the solid–gas mixture of the
membrane region. This small fraction allows us to treat the mass
and convective heat transfer as a consequence of temperature
gradient. In the extreme limit of κ s -0, the effective membrane
thermal conductivity will be close to that of saturated vapor κ g ,
which is smaller than κ mbr for ﬁnite κ s . The theoretical minimum of
heat ﬂux can be estimated by replacing κ mbr of speciﬁc membrane
material by κ g of the stationary, saturated water vapor. This is
because κ mbr represents effective heat conduction through the solid
membrane and gas molecules in the pore. Because water vapor
molecules diffuse from a higher to a lower concentration region by
consecutive random collisions, this migration also contributes to the
heat transfer from the feed-membrane to permeate–membrane
interfaces. These three heat transfer mechanisms are readily included
in the representation of Sq of Eq. (45).
Temperature distribution: Fig. 6 shows a temperature proﬁle in the
lumen, membrane, and shell regions of the PVDF membrane with the
largest inlet temperature difference between shell and lumen:
61:8 1Cð ¼ 79:3–17:5 1CÞ. The same parameters in Fig. 4 are used
[58]. The cold stream of 17.5 1C enters at the center (r¼0) of the
lumen inlet (z¼0) and leaves at the outlet (z¼L): the hot stream
enters on the cell surface (r¼ c) of the shell inlet (z¼L) and leaves at
the outlet (z¼0). The gradual variation of the membrane temperature
is visually shown in the axial direction. The actual ratio of the ﬁber
length to its outer radius is very large: 0:2 m=ð0:41  10  3 mÞ ¼ 487.
The axial heat transfer within the porous membrane is negligible, and
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Fig. 6. Temperature proﬁle of PVDF membrane using parameters in Fig. 4. The lumen and shell sides have inlet temperatures of 17.5 1C (bottom-left) and 79.3 1C (top-right),
which are the minimum and maximum values of the color bar, respectively; and the cell radius is calculated as c ¼ 0:592 mm for packing fraction ϕ ¼ 0:48. Two solid lines,
r ¼ 0:3 mm and 0.41 mm indicate the lumen and shell boundaries of the HF membrane. Other parameters are the same as ones used in Fig. 4. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

Fig. 7. Temperature proﬁles of (a) along the radial direction at z ¼ 0 and z ¼L and (b) along the axial direction at r¼ 0, a, b, and c, where ΔT a ¼ 5:242 1C is the axial
temperature difference on the lumen surface and ΔT b ¼ 3:543 1C is that on the shell surface (in magnitude).

therefore the radial temperature gradient primarily controls the heat
and mass transfer across the membrane. As stated above, the volume
2
ratio in the shell to lumen is π ðc2 b Þ=π a2 ¼ 2:0; and the average
ﬂow speed of the shell side (1.6 m/s) is twice that of the lumen side
(0.8 m/s). The ratio of the shell-to-lumen volumetric ﬂow rate is
therefore U shl =U lmn ¼ 4:0. Although the distance between the shell
and cell surfaces, c  b ¼ 0:182 mm, is shorter than the lumen radius,
a ¼ 0:3 mm, the higher volumetric ﬂow rate provides a larger amount
of heat entered at z¼L per time in the shell side. This fast shell ﬂow
effectively reduces the temperature variation along the longitudinal

direction. Because the color plot of Fig. 6 only provides an overall
temperature distribution at a cut-surface in the r–z plane with the
azimuthal symmetry, the temperature proﬁles at speciﬁc points and
boundaries need to be shown to scrutinize the local HF–DCMD
performance as follows.
Axial and radial temperature proﬁle: Fig. 7 shows temperature
proﬁles at four cross sections, where r¼ 0, a, b and c. In Fig. 7(a), solid
and dashed lines indicate the radial temperature proﬁles with respect
to r at z¼L and z¼0, respectively. Note that these two lines are very
close to each other in the membrane region (0:3 mm o r o 0:41 mm).
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Fig. 8. Axial proﬁles of F w ðzÞ and Sq ðzÞ with respect to the shell inlet temperature T shl at the ﬁxed lumen inlet temperature T lmn ¼ 17:5 1C.

On the lumen surface, the inner temperature increases from its inlet
(z¼0) to outlet (z¼ L) by as much as ΔT a ð ¼ 5:24 1CÞ; and on the shell
surface, the outer temperature decreases along the shell stream
direction (from z¼L to 0) as much as ΔT b ð ¼ 3:54 1CÞ. These axial
temperature variations are less than 10% of the input temperature
difference between the shell and lumen sides, i.e., 61.8 1C. The effective
thermal conductivity of the porous membrane is about one order
smaller than those of the hot and cold streams. At room temperature,
the water thermal conductivity is 0.60 W/m K and κ mbr is about
0:02–0:05 W=m K (see Fig. 3). As a consequence, the steep temperature gradient is maintained across the membrane of thickness
0:11 μm. Because the shell side has the larger volume and the faster
ﬂow rate, the longitudinal temperature variation is less than that of
the lumen side: ΔT b ð3:54 1CÞ o ΔT a ð5:24 1CÞ. At the feed inlet (z¼ L),
the temperature increases from 22.5 1C of the lumen center to 32.0 1C
of the lumen surface ; and from the cell to shell surfaces, the outer
temperature decreases from 79.5 1C to 77.5 1C. These differences are
similar to those at the permeate inlet (z¼0), as indicated by the
dashed line in Fig. 6(a). The higher volumetric ﬂow rate of the shell
side effectively compensates for the amount of heat lost as much as
the latent heat used for water evaporation plus membrane heat
conduction, and so maintains the low temperature polarization along
the ﬂow direction.
Fig. 7(b) shows the linear temperature proﬁle in the z-direction as
indicated in Eqs. (61) and (62). The slope of lumen temperatures
(lower two) is steeper than that of the shell temperatures (upper
two). But, the difference between surface temperatures, T a ðζ Þ  T b ðζ Þ,
does not change signiﬁcantly in the z-direction, as ascribed to the
counter-current ﬂow scheme. In practice, this pseudo-invariance of
transmembrane temperature gradient along the longitudinal direction can maintain stable, long-term operations. If the radial temperature gradient, however, noticeably changes, so does the magnitude of
the vapor ﬂux along the membrane length. A longer ﬁber cannot
assure a larger amount of volume distilled. If the hollow ﬁber is
unnecessarily long or stream ﬂows are too slow, there must exist local
equilibrium points or regions, where the membrane surface area is
not fully utilized, because the transmembrane temperature gradient
reaches zero in the middle of the HF membrane.

Local vapor and heat transfer proﬁles: Fig. 8 shows how FwðzÞ and
Sq ðzÞ vary in the axial direction with shell (feed) temperatures from
30.33 to 79.30 1C: all other conditions are the same as those used in
Fig. 4. Both Fw and Sq of Fig. 8(a) and (b), respectively, show plateau
trends for the wide range of the feed temperature. Only a few
noticeable exceptions are Fw0 s at high T shl values. Numerical values
from a series of simulations indicate that Fw and Sq are qualitatively
counter-balanced: Fw increases in the axial direction as Sq decreases.
For example, at T shl ¼ 79:3 1C, Fw increases from 0.206 to 0.235 mmol/
m s, as Sq slightly decreases from 7.882 to 7.848 W/m K along the
z-direction. The highest F w ð ¼ 0:235 W=m KÞ is at the position of the
hot feed-inlet (z¼L), having the highest concentration gradient.
Because the transmembrane temperature gradient is kept pseudoconstant along the ﬁber, as shown in 7(b), variation of Sq in Fig. 8(b) is
very small and barely noticed. The counter-current ﬂow regime with
fast ﬂow speed (more or less 1.0 m/s) generates constant heat ﬂux
along the ﬁber, and hence induces the quasi-linear proﬁles of T and Fw
as shown in Figs. 7(b) and 8(a), respectively. Given a transmembrane
temperature gradient, a higher feed temperature generates a higher
concentration and gradient of vapor molecules in the inter-pore
gaseous phase. Note that the partial pressure of (saturated) vapor
molecules is interpreted as the vapor concentration, which drastically
increases with temperature. As discussed in Fig. 4, Fw depends on the
transmembrane temperature gradient as well as the feed temperature;
and Sq is solely proportional to the temperature gradient.
3.2. Theoretical analysis
3.2.1. Effect of membrane thickness
Fig. 9 shows the effect of membrane thickness on 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉. The
inner radius a changes from 0.3 mm to 0.8 mm with 0.1 mm intervals.
For each a, thicknesses increase from 0.1 mm to 0.4 mm. For a given
lumen radius, Fw decreases as the thickness increases, which was
readily expected. A thicker membrane, having a longer perimeter,
provides higher resistance to both the mass and the heat transfer.
Vapor molecules should migrate longer distances to pass through the
void spaces across the membrane. In the same sense, a thicker
membrane gives lower transmembrane temperature gradients so that
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Fig. 9. Effects of membrane thickness δm on F w and S q . Mean slopes of F w and S q are  0:6672 7 0:0170 and  0:6356 7 0:0092, respectively. In every case, the coefﬁcient of
determination R2 exceeds 99.99%.

〈Sq 〉 decreases as the membrane thickness increases. As the mass
transfer is coupled with the heat transfer, 〈J w 〉 decreases not only
because vapor molecules diffuse longer distances, but also the
temperature gradient, i.e., the driving force, decreases. Log–log plots
of Fw and Sq show linear trends, which indicate they follow a power
ω
law with respect to the membrane thickness, i.e., Fw and Sq p δm . For
the six cases of the inner radius a, mean ω values for Fw and Sq are
calculated as  0.667 and  0.636, respectively, which are close to  23.
The coefﬁcient of determination R2 values is higher than 99.99% for all
cases. Average ω values are close to  23. As the inner radius a
increases, having the same thickness, mass and heat transfer per unit
membrane length increases due to larger surface areas available.
Geometrically, the curvature effect of inner and outer peripherals
becomes less signiﬁcant.

3.2.2. Effects of lumen and shell stream speeds
Fig. 10 shows 3D graphs of 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 in HICO and HOCI
modes as inﬂuenced by mean ﬂow speeds, 〈u〉 and 〈v〉, each varying
from 0.4 m/s to 1.6 m/s with 0.2 m/s intervals. It is apparent that
both mass and heat transfer increase with 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 for the wide
range from 0.4 m/s to 1.6 m/s. Fig. 10(a) and (b) show how 〈F w 〉
varies with stream speeds in HICO and HOCI modes, respectively.
The HICO mode gives lower mass ﬂux than that of HOCI mode.
This is readily expected because the HOCI mode has a feed ﬂow
rate much higher than that of the cold permeate in the lumen
channel. The membrane thickness and the inner radius are of the
same order of magnitude, Oð0:1Þ mm so that the shell-to-lumen
volume ratio cannot be easily reduced below 2.0. In addition, the
shell surface has a larger membrane area (than the lumen surface)
for water molecules to evaporate. This is because the vapor ﬂux is
proportional to the radial gradient of vapor concentration, and
proportional to the hot feed temperature. Maintaining a high
temperature at the shell surface can steadily generate a high vapor
concentration. The axial temperature decrease on the shell surface
is ascribed to the heat through solid–gas mixture in the membrane

and latent heat consumed for water evaporation. This heat transfer
across the membrane can be reduced by increasing lumen or shell
ﬂow speed to diminish the radial temperature polarization. In
HICO mode, increasing shell ﬂow speed 〈v〉 makes only minimal
variation in 〈F w 〉; instead, the lumen ﬂow speed 〈u〉 signiﬁcantly
increases 〈F w 〉 as it varies from 0.4 to 1.6 m/s. In this case, one can
effectively control heat transfer from the conﬁned lumen to the
inter-ﬁber shell spaces by increasing the lumen ﬂow rate. Interestingly, this trend of the mass ﬂux occurs in an opposite way in
HOCI mode, in which 〈F w 〉 changes more with respect to shell
speed 〈v〉 than lumen speed 〈u〉. As the hot feed ﬂows faster, it
reduces the temperature polarization in the transverse as well as
longitudinal direction, and makes the mass ﬂux pseudo-constant
along the length of the ﬁber as shown in Fig. 8(a). Increasing 〈u〉
does not contribute too much to enhancing the mass ﬂux because
the narrow lumen space cannot effectively mitigate the radial
temperature gradient unless 〈u〉 b〈v〉. Comparing the mass transfer
in the two operational modes with respect to 〈u〉 and 〈v〉, one can
conclude that 〈F w 〉 is primarily controlled by the hot feed speed,
i.e., 〈u〉 of HICO and 〈v〉 of HOCI modes, being only minimally
inﬂuenced by the variation of the cold stream speed.
The variation of 〈Sq 〉 in both modes is similar as shown in 10
(c) and (d). Interestingly, the heat transfer increases more with the
lumen ﬂow speed 〈u〉 than the shell-side velocity regardless of the
operation mode. This is mainly because the shell volume is twice
the lumen volume with the packing fraction ϕ ¼ 0:48. Having
〈u〉 ¼ 〈v〉 indicates that twice the water volume passes in the shell
channel with 〈v〉 than that in the lumen channel. As the heat
transferred is the temperature difference times the ﬂow rate, the
larger shell volume makes 〈Sq 〉 less sensitive to shell ﬂow speed 〈v〉,
but more inﬂuenced by the lumen ﬂow speed 〈u〉 as a limiting
factor. In general, the shell space is larger than the lumen space
per ﬁber unless the ﬁber packing fraction is high enough to make
close contact between adjacent ﬁbers. Therefore, temperature
variation in the lumen space must be higher than that of the shell
space. Fundamentally we observed that ﬂow speeds, 〈u〉 and 〈v〉,
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Fig. 10. Effects of ﬂow speeds on 〈F w 〉 ((a) and (b)) and 〈Sq 〉 ((c) and (d)) in HICO and HOCI modes. All other conditions are the same as those in Fig. 4.

control Fw; and ﬂow rates, U lmn and U shl , control Sq. More
speciﬁcally, the hot feed speed and lumen ﬂow rate are primary
control factors for 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉, respectively. Since the shell space
can provide a larger volume that can effectively reduce the
temperature polarization, the HOCI mode provides higher vapor
and heat transfer rate. Using these results, HF–DCMD operation
can be designed with the fast hot-out and slow cold-in mode to
maximize the vapor transfer rate and to minimize heat loss rate. A
mesh surface of Fig. 10(a) is below that of Fig. 10(b). In this light,
Wang et al.0 s [58] experimental setting of 〈u〉 ¼ 0:8 m=s and
〈v〉 ¼ 1:6 m=s is very optimally chosen because ﬂow speeds are
fast on an absolute scale, and more importantly the shell speed is
faster than the lumen speed. Increasing the hot feed speed
requires larger entering volume of hot temperature per time so
that the energy input rate must increase. In this case, overall
energy efﬁciency can be enhanced by connecting several HF–
DCMD modules in series and/or partially recycling the exit feed
stream back to the feed reservoir.

3.2.3. Effects of membrane length
Fig. 11 indicates how the mass and heat transfer changes with
membrane length. The cross-section average ﬂow speeds in the
lumen and shell sides are set to be equal to each other, 〈u〉 ¼ 〈v〉,
and used as controlling variables. Trends of 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 with
respect to the ﬂow speed and membrane length are similar as
shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b), respectively. For a short membrane
length of 0.2 m, 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 increase rapidly when ﬂow speeds
increase from 0.4 m/s and gradually reach asymptotic limits
for the speeds faster than  1:0 m=s. For a given ﬂow speed, if
the membrane length exceeds its theoretical maximum, Lmax , then
thermodynamic equilibrium occurs, providing a zero transmembrane temperature gradient in the middle of the HF membrane.
That is the reason why data points of 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 do not exist for

slow stream speeds and long HF membrane lengths in Fig. 11.
When the stream speed is 1.6 m/s, 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 decrease
(much) gradually with respect to the ﬁber length in comparison
to those of the slow speeds. Fig. 11 visually indicates that, not to
reach the thermodynamic limit, stream speeds should be faster for
longer HF membranes and higher transmembrane temperature
gradients.
3.2.4. Theoretical maximum length
If the ﬁber is too long, the axial temperature polarization
signiﬁcantly reduces the vapor transport and there must be a
local region where the transmembrane temperature difference
vanishes between the lumen and shell sides. A condition to avoid
this local thermal equilibrium is T a 4 T b for the HICO mode, and
T a o T b for the HOCI mode anywhere along the ﬁber. Here, we use
a strict condition for the HICO mode: minðT a Þ 4 maxðT b Þ, which is
equivalent to
T a ðζ ¼ 1Þ 4 T b ðζ ¼ 0Þ

ð68Þ

On the lumen surface of the HOCI mode, the temperature is lowest
at the outlet (ζ ¼ 1) of the cold stream; and on the shell surface,
temperature is the highest at the inlet (ζ ¼ 0) of the hot stream.
Similarly for the HOCI mode, the restricted condition to avoid the
local thermal equilibrium is maxðT a Þ o minðT b Þ, equivalent to
T a ðζ ¼ 1Þ o T b ðζ ¼ 0Þ

ð69Þ

which is simply the opposite of Eq. (68). Substitution of Eqs. (63)
and (64) into (68) gives, using Eqs. (59) and (60), the theoretical
maximum ﬁber length for both HICO and HOCI modes:
Lmax ¼

ðT lmn  T shl Þ=〈Sq 〉  ½Fð1Þ=κ lmn þ Hð1Þ=κ shl 
Þ þ 1=ðκ β~ Þ
4½1=ðκ β~
lmn

lmn

shl

ð70Þ

shl

where β~ lmn ¼ βlmn L and β~ shl ¼ βshl L (from Eqs. (12) and (24),
respectively) are independent of L. If the real membrane length
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Fig. 11. Effects of membrane length L and ﬂow speeds 〈u〉 ¼ 〈v〉 on (a) 〈F w 〉 and (b) 〈Sq 〉.

Fig. 12. Effects of temperatures on theoretical maximum length of hollow ﬁber in (a) HICO and (b) HOCI modes with 〈u〉 ¼ 0:8 m=s and 〈v〉 ¼ 1:6 m=s.

is shorter than Lmax calculated using Eq. (70), then there exist
locations, where temperatures at the lumen and shell surfaces are
equal to each other so that membranes are not fully utilized for
water evaporation. Note that κ lmn and κ shl are water thermal
conductivities at the lumen and shell inlet temperatures; and
〈Sq 〉 varies monotonously with T lmn and T shl . In Eq. (70), the
numerator includes effects of shell and lumen temperatures and
packing fraction (because Hð1Þ varies with s); and the denominator includes ﬂuid mechanical and geometrical characteristics:
2
i.e., κ lmn β~ lmn p 〈u〉a2 and κ shl β~ shl p 〈v〉b . Rigorous estimation of
Lmax requires another iteration procedure to calculate 〈Sq 〉 accurately: instead, we replace it by 〈Sq 〉max ¼ Sq ðT lmn ; T shl Þ, which may
underestimate the real Lmax in Eq. (70).
Fig. 12 shows how Lmax changes with respect to the lumen and
shell temperatures, indicating similar trends in HICO and HOCI
modes. For a given cold permeate temperature, i.e., T shl in HICO
and T lmn in HOCI modes, as the hot feed temperature increases,
Lmax decreases. Since the heat transfer is quasi-linearly proportional to the transmembrane temperature difference, a higher feed
temperature enhances the transmembrane heat ﬂux so that a
shorter ﬁber is required to avoid the local thermal equilibrium.
Conversely, a long membrane can be fully utilized when the
transmembrane temperature difference is small. By closely scrutinizing Fig. 12(a) and (b), one can notice that Lmax of HICO mode is
generally longer than that of HOCI mode. This is again because that
the HOCI mode has a volumetric ﬂow rate that is several times
faster, which maintains the transmembrane temperature gradient
higher than that of HICO mode.

Fig. 13 shows how the ﬂow speed controls the theoretical
maximum length in HICO and HOCI modes. Similar to Fig. 12, Lmax
of HICO is slightly longer than that of HOCI mode. When the lumen
speed 〈u〉 is low, Lmax is very short ( o 0:2 m) and almost independent of the shell speed 〈v〉. The heat transfer is limited by the
lumen ﬂow rate. Similarly, when the shell speed 〈v〉 is slow, an
increase in the lumen speed from 0.2 to 1.6 m/s only doubles the
maximum length from  0:2 m to  0:4 m in both operational
modes. For a fast shell speed 〈v〉, Lmax monotonously increases with
the lumen speed 〈u〉: on the other hand, for a fast lumen speed 〈u〉,
Lmax increases rapidly with slow 〈v〉 and gradually with fast 〈v〉.
This asymmetric trend of Lmax with respect to 〈u〉 and 〈v〉 is
ascribed to the fact that the heat transfer is more sensitively
controlled by the volumetric ﬂow rate instead of the ﬂow speed.

3.2.5. Effect of membrane materials and temperature difference
Finally, we investigated effects of membrane materials on mass
and heat transfer. Three materials listed in Table 1 are used. Each
material is solely characterized using solid thermal conductivity κ s
and porosity ε. The inner/outer radii and pore radius are set to be
common, as used in Fig. 4. In practice, it is not easy to prepare HF
membranes using different polymer materials with the same
geometrical characteristics; however, these comparative simulations may provide fundamental insight on how the solid thermal
conductivity and membrane porosity inﬂuence the mass and heat
transfer, while keeping other physical properties arbitrarily the
same. Fig. 14 shows 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 with respect to the hot feed
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Fig. 13. Effects of ﬂow speeds on theoretical maximum length of hollow ﬁber in (a) HICO and (b) HOCI modes with hot and cold temperatures of 79.3 1C and 17.3 1C,
respectively.

Fig. 14. Effects of membrane materials (PTFE, PVDF, and PP) on 〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 with respect to the shell temperature of hot feed. The lumen temperature is kept at 17.5 1C; and
solid membrane conductivities and porosities used are from Table 1. The pore diameter for all membranes is set equal to 1:17 μm. All other conditions used are ones from Fig. 4.

temperature in the shell side ranging from 30 to 80 1C with the
ﬁxed (cold) lumen temperature of 17.5 1C. For mass transport, the
descending order of 〈F w 〉 is PTFE, PVDF, and PP, which is the same
order in terms of their porosities, listed in Table 1. Interestingly,
〈Sq 〉 plotted in Fig. 14(b) does not follow the order of ε or κ s but
that of κ mbr shown in Fig. 3. Note that PVDF and PP have similar
values of κ s and ε, which are both lower than those of PTFE. Fig. 14
indicates an important criteria of membrane preparation that a
higher porosity of a DCMD membrane can supersede the performance of a higher thermal conductivity of membrane matrix.
Although a higher κ mbr reduces the temperature gradient between
the lumen and shell sides, if the membrane has high porosity, the
heat transfer is more ascribed to the vapor-induced convection
through sparser and so less tortuous pore paths than the thermal
conduction. PVDF has slightly higher κ s and ε in comparison to
those of PP as shown in Fig. 3. Due to the similar porosities of PVDF
and PP, κ mbr of PVDF is higher than that of PP. As a consequence,
〈F w 〉 and 〈Sq 〉 of PVDF are higher than those of PP for the wide

range of hot-feed temperatures. Although κ s of PTFE is (much)
higher than those of PVDF and PP, the high porosity of PTFE (i.e.,
0.9) makes the membrane thermally least conductive. The high
PTFE porosity reduces the heat transfer rate and noticeably
increases the mass transfer rate. In Fig. 14, PTFE shows the highest
mass transfer and lowest heat transfer rates.

4. Concluding remarks
The multi-physical phenomena of HF–DCMD is semi-analytically
solved for combined transfer of momentum, heat, and mass, as
restricted to densely packed ﬁbers with fast stream speeds. The
perturbation theory with the method of separation of variables is
used to analytically solve for the temperature proﬁles in the lumen,
membrane and shell regions, and mass ﬂux through the porous
membrane. Heat transfer consists of conduction through the porous
membrane as a solid–gas mixture and convection by vapor
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diffusion. Temperature polarization is ascribed to the consumption
of vapor latent heat at the feed-membrane interface and vapor
migration followed by condensation at the membrane–permeate
interface. Temperature varies linearly in the longitudinal direction,
and the counter-current ﬂow scheme generates the pseudoconstant transmembrane temperature difference. Due to small
lumen spaces, variation of the inner temperature is usually larger
than that of the shell side in the longitudinal direction.
Two new quantities for mass and heat transfer, Fw and Sq, are
used as more fundamental quantities for the HF–DCMD in the
cylindrical coordinates. Transfer rates are divided by the membrane length instead of the membrane surface area. Fw, i.e., the
mass transfer rate per 2π L, is proportional to the transmembrane
temperature difference as well as hot feed temperature. This is
because the partial pressure of saturated vapor gas (in the thermal
equilibrium described by the Clausius–Clapeyron equation) drastically increases with the ambient temperature. On the other hand,
Sq, the heat transfer rate per 2π L, primarily depends on the
temperature difference only because the membrane thermal
conductivity is not sensitively changing with temperature. Both
 2=3
Fw and Sq are roughly proportional to δm . For a given membrane
thickness, HF of a larger radii provides higher mass and heat ﬂuxes
with less geometrical curvature effects of the hollow ﬁber (as a
bored cylinder).
Theoretical maximum lengths of ﬁbers Lmax exist before the
thermal equilibrium occurs, in which the local temperature
gradient is zero in the middle of the HF membrane. Lmax decreases
as the transmembrane temperature gradient increases and the
stream speed decreases. A long HF membrane can be used for a
small temperature difference between the hot feed and cold
permeate streams. As the membrane length is ﬁxed per module,
fast stream speeds can reduce the longitudinal temperature
polarization to avoid the local thermal equilibrium. HF–DCMD
membranes can be physically characterized by κ s , ε, dp, and δm ,
among which the porosity inﬂuences the mass and heat transfer
rate much more signiﬁcantly than any other parameters. This is
because a high porosity provides more void volume for vapor
molecules to diffuse through and consequently less fraction of
solid membrane matrix for heat conduction.
In general, hot-out/cold-in mode provides higher mass and
heat ﬂuxes in comparison to the hot-in/cold-out mode by providing a higher heat ﬂow rate to compensate for the latent heat
consumption of water evaporation. To reach a high HF–DCMD
performance, the HF membrane should have high porosity
( 4 0:7–0:8, at least), larger pore sizes, and small thickness; and
the stream speeds should increase with the temperature difference between the hot feed and cold permeate.
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conductivity of water was developed by Ramires et al. [60]:

κw ½W=m K ¼ 0:6065  ð  1:48445 þ 4:12292T n  1:63866T n2 Þ ðA:1Þ
where T n ¼ T ðKÞ=298:15 K for 274 r T r 370 K. The value of κ w at
T ¼ 298:15 K is 0:6065 W=m K, and on the average κ w varies
0:0113 W=m K per 10 K. Speciﬁc values of κ w at several temperatures are: κ w ð4 1CÞ ¼ 0:565, κ w ð15 1CÞ ¼ 0:588, κ w ð25 1CÞ ¼ 0:606,
κ w ð70 1CÞ ¼ 0:661, and κ w ð75 1CÞ ¼ 0:664 W=m K. In each of the
hot-feed and cold-permeate streams, κ w can be approximated as a
constant at a given inlet stream temperature. In comparison to the
thermal conductivity, viscosity (μw ), density (ρw ), and speciﬁc heat
at constant pressure (cpw) of water do not noticeably change with
respect to temperature. We used their standard values at 25 1C:
ρw ¼ 997:05 kg=m3 and cpw ¼ 4:18 J=kg K; and water viscosity value
is not speciﬁcally used as it is implicitly included in the crosssection averaged stream speeds, i.e., 〈u〉 and 〈v〉.
A.2. Heat transfer in lumen
We use the method of separation of variables and seek a
solution for Φ as a product of two independent functions, one
solely depending on η and another on ζ :

Φðη; ζ Þ ¼ Rinr ðηÞZ inr ðζ Þ

ðA:2Þ

where subscript inr indicates the inner region. Substitution of Eq.
(A.2) into Eq. (11) gives


1
1 1 d
dRinr
β dZ inr
η
ðA:3Þ
¼ lmn
dη
Z inr dζ
1  η2 Rinr η dη
Because the left and right hand sides of Eq. (A.3) are sole functions
of η and ζ , respectively, they should be equal to a ﬁnite constant.
This unknown constant is denoted here,  λlmn , due to the
counter-current ﬂow: the negative sign represents the decreasing
trend of the inner temperature with respect to ζ and its magnitude
refers to how strongly the axial and radial variation of the inner
temperature are coupled.
The solution form of Z inr is easily obtained:
Z inr ¼ exp½  λlmn ζ =β lmn 

ðA:4Þ

where an integration constant is discarded because Z inr will be
multiplied by Rinr later. Now we restrict ourselves to a small λlmn ,
and propose a perturbation solution for Rinr :
þ λlmn Rð1Þ
Rinr ¼ Rð0Þ
inr
inr

ðA:5Þ

Substitution of Eq. (A.5) into (A.3) provides:
!
dRð0Þ
1 d
0
for λlmn :
η inr ¼ 0
η dη
dη
dRð1Þ
1 d
η inr
η dη
dη
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Solution of Eq. (A.6) is

1
lmn

:

ðA:6Þ

!
ð0Þ
¼ ð1  η2 ÞRinr

¼ C 1 ln η þ C 2
Rð0Þ
inr

ðA:7Þ

ðA:8Þ
Rð0Þ
inr

where we determine C 1 ¼ 0 because
should be ﬁnite at η ¼ 0.
Substitution of Rð0Þ
inr ¼ C 2 into Eq. (A.7) derives
1
Rð1Þ
=C 2 ¼  FðηÞ þ C 3 lnη þ C 4
inr
4

ðA:9Þ

Appendix A

where

A.1. Thermal properties of water

1
FðηÞ ¼ η2  η4
4

In the combined transport of mass and heat across the porous
membrane, thermal properties of water in the hot and cold streams
play an important role. An empirical correlation of the thermal

which is a positive and increasing function
of η, having the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
minimum value at η ¼ 0 and inﬂecting at η ¼ 2=3 ¼ 0:8165 from
concave up to down. We discarded the natural logarithmic term in

ðA:10Þ
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Eq. (A.9) (i.e., C 3 ¼ 0) for the same reason as C1. Then, the solution
for Φ has a form of



1
λ ζ
ðA:11Þ
Φ ¼ B1 1  λf B0 FðηÞ  exp  lmn
4
βlmn
where B0 and B1 are constants to be determined. By applying
boundary conditions of
T 10 ¼ T inr ðη ¼ 0; ζ ¼ 0Þ

ðA:12Þ

T 1L ¼ T inr ðη ¼ 0; ζ ¼ 1Þ

ðA:13Þ

we calculate


T inr  T 1L
1
¼ B1 1  λlmn B0 FðηÞ e  λlmn ζ=βlmn  B1 e  λlmn =βlmn
4
T inr;ref

ðA:14Þ

T 10 T 1L
¼ B1 ð1  e  λlmn =βlmn Þ
T inr;ref

ðA:15Þ

Dividing Eq. (A.14) by (A.15) yields


T inr  T 1L e  λlmn ζ=βlmn 1  14λlmn B0 FðηÞ  e  λlmn =βlmn
¼
T 10  T 1L
1  e  λlmn =βlmn

ðA:16Þ

Note that T 10 ¼ T lmn and T 1L ¼ T lmn  ΔT lmn . Final representation of
the inner temperature proﬁle is derived as Eq. (13).
A.3. Heat transfer in shell

Ψ ðχ ; ζ Þ ¼ Rotr ðχ ÞZ otr ðζ Þ

ðA:17Þ

where subscript otr indicates the outer region. Eq. (A.17) is
substituted into the governing equation (23) to provide


1
1 1 d
dRotr
1 dZ otr
χ
¼ λshl
¼  βshl
Z otr dζ
dχ
1 þ s2 ln χ 2  χ 2 Rotr χ dχ
ðA:18Þ
where λshl is a coupling constant in this outer (permeate) region.
We calculate the solution for Z otr :
Z otr ¼ exp½  λshl ζ =βshl 

ðA:19Þ

ð0Þ
Rotr ¼ Rotr
þ λshl Rð1Þ
otr

ðA:20Þ

Substitution of Eq. (A.20) into (A.18) gives
!
1 d
dRð0Þ
0
otr
χ
for λshl :
¼0
χ dχ
dχ
1 d
dRð1Þ
χ otr
χ dχ
dη

ðA:21Þ

¼ 1 þ s2 ln χ 2  χ 2 Rð0Þ
otr

ðA:22Þ

Here, we assume that cylindrical unit cells are independent from
each other and set no heat ﬂux across the (imaginary) cell
boundary:


∂T 
∂Rotr 
κ shl otr 
¼ 0¼0
ðA:23Þ
∂r r ¼ c
∂χ χ ¼ s
ð0Þ
is derived as
The general solution for Rotr

ðA:24Þ

where C1 and C2 are integration constants (different from those in
Eq. (A.8)) that are to be determined. By applying the boundary
condition of Eq. (A.23), we determine C 1 ¼ 0, and substitute Eq.
(A.24) into (A.22) to obtain
Rð1Þ
otr =C 2

1
¼ C 5  λshl Gðχ Þ
4

ðA:26Þ

is determined for Eq. (A.25) to satisfy the cell boundary condition
of Eq. (A.23). Derivation of Gðχ Þ at χ ¼ s is

dGðχ Þ
¼ s2 ½2s2 ln s2  3s2 þ 4 1
ðA:27Þ
gðsÞ ¼
dχ χ ¼ 1
which will be used for heat ﬂux calculation.
The general solution for Ψ is then



1
λ ζ
Ψ ¼ C 2 C 5  λshl GðηÞ  exp  shl
4
βshl

ðA:28Þ

Boundary temperature values are

1
T 40 ¼ T otr ðs; 0Þ ¼ T otr;ref þ T otr;ref C 2 C 5  λshl GðsÞ
4

ðA:29Þ




1
λ
T 4L ¼ T otr ðs; 1Þ ¼ T otr;ref þ T otr;ref C 2 C 5  λshl GðsÞ exp  shl
4
βshl
ðA:30Þ
and the difference is


1
T 40  T 4L ¼ ΔT p ¼ T otr;ref C 2 C 5  λshl GðsÞ
4



λ
1  exp  shl

βshl

Then, the ratio of T otr ðχ ; ζ Þ  T 4L to T 40  T 4L provides a reduced
temperature in the outer region. Note that T 4L ¼ T shl and
T 40  T 4L ¼ ΔT shl .
A.4. Effective enthalpy for mass transfer
In a pore, the vapor ﬂux is proportional to its concentration
gradient, which is counter-balanced by the air ﬂux. The ratio
of the square-root of water and air molecular weights,
M w ¼ 18:05 g=mol
andﬃ M a ¼ 28:97 g=mol, respectively, is calcupﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
lated as βm ¼ M w =M a ¼ 0:789. Then, the effective enthalpy is
H ¼ Hw  βm Ha

ðA:32Þ

H a ¼ cap T

ðA:33Þ

H w ¼ lh ðT 0 Þ þ cpw  ðT  T 0 Þ

!

Rð0Þ
otr ¼ C 1 ln χ þ C 2

1 4
χ þ ð2s2 1Þχ 2 þ s2 ½4s2 ln s  3s2 2ðχ 2  1Þln χ
4

where Ha and Hw are the partial molar enthalpy of air and water
vapor, respectively:

and propose a perturbation solution for Rotr :

1

Gðχ Þ ¼

ðA:31Þ

Similar to the inner reduced temperature Φ, we seek a solution
for Ψ such as

for λshl :

where C5 is a constant to be determined, and

ðA:25Þ

ðA:34Þ
3

kJ=mol K
and
cpw ¼ 75:303 
where
cap ¼ 29:115  10
10  3 kJ=mol K are heat capacities of air and water vapor at
constant pressure, and lh ðT 0 Þ is the latent heat of saturated water
at T 0 ¼ 297:15 K. A linear regression of measured latent heat data
provides [22]
lh ðTÞ ¼ l0  l1 T

ðA:35Þ

where l0 ¼ 57:075 kJ=mol and l1 ¼ 4:3856  10  2 kJ=mol K. Substitution of Eqs. (A.33) and (A.34) into (A.32) gives the ﬁnal
expression of Eq. (39).
A.5. Integral expressions
In Eqs. (50) and (51), I inr and I otr are calculated as
I inr ¼ 1 

7
λ B0
96 lmn

ðA:36Þ

and
I otr ¼

C 5 I otr;1 ðsÞ
λ I otr;2 ðsÞ
 shl
1
1
C 5  λshl GðsÞ C 5  λshl GðsÞ
4
4

ðA:37Þ
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respectively, where
1
I otr;1 ¼ 4s2  3s4 þ2s4 ln s2  1 ¼
f ð sÞ

ðA:38Þ

and





1
9
7
95
I otr;2 ¼ s8 ðln s2 Þ3 þ s6  s8 ðln s2 Þ2 þ s4  4s6 þ s8 ðln s2 Þ
2
4
8
24
þ

7
1
31
13
719 8
þ s2  s4 þ s6 
s
96 36
16
3
288

ðA:39Þ

Note that both I otr;1 and I otr;2 vanish as s-1.

Nomenclature

αlmn
αshl
cp
H

βlmn
βshl
χ
ΔQ inr
ΔQ lmn
ΔQ mbr
ΔQ otr
ΔQ shl
ΔT lmn
ΔT shl
δm
ε
η
κ lmn
κ mbr
κ shl
κg
κs
κw
λlmn
λshl

〈u〉
〈v〉
P
Pelmn
Peshl

μ
Φ
ϕ
Ψ
ρw
s
τ
τrz
ζ

a
Ai
b
Bi

c
Ci
cpw
DB
Deff
DK
dp
Fw

thermal diffusivity of water at lumen temperature,
κ lmn =ρw cpw
thermal diffusivity of water at shell temperature,
κ shl =ρw cpw
effective speciﬁc heat at constant pressure
effective molar enthalpy
lumen Peclet number times a2 =L2 of Eq. (12)
2
shell Peclet number times b =L2 of Eq. (24)
dimensionless radial distance in shell space, χ ¼ r=b
(1 o χ o s)
heat transfer rate on the inner (lumen) surface
heat transfer rate along the lumen space
heat transfer rate across the membrane
heat transfer rate on the outer (shell) surface
heat transfer rate along the shell space
axial
temperature
difference
along
the
lumen center
axial temperature difference along the cell surface
membrane thickness
porosity of membrane
dimensionless radial distance in lumen space,
η ¼ r=a (0 o η o 1)
thermal conductivity of water at lumen
temperature
thermal conductivity of the porous membrane
thermal conductivity of water at shell temperature
thermal conductivity of gases in membrane pores
thermal conductivity of solid part of membrane
thermal conductivity of water
temperature coupling constant in lumen space
temperature coupling constant in shell space
mean speed of the inner (lumen) stream
mean speed of the outer (shell) stream
hydraulic pressure in streams
thermal Peclet number in lumen space
thermal Peclet number in shell space
viscosity of water
reduced temperature in the inner space
packing fraction of hollow ﬁbers in a vessel
reduced temperature in the outer space
density of water
dimensionless radial distance of the cell surface,
s ¼ c=b
tortuosity of membrane pores
tangential stress on the cell surface, equal to τzr
dimensionless axial distance, ζ ¼ z=L
inner radius of a hollow ﬁber membrane
constants for Vz for i¼1,2, and 3
outer radius of a hollow ﬁber membrane
coefﬁcients of inner temperature proﬁle, i ¼ 0  2

Jw
L
Mw
N fbr
nw
qinr
qmbr
qotr
R
Rvsl
Sq
T inr
T mbr
T otr
Ta
Tb
u
U lmn
U shl
v
vb
Vθ
Vr
Vz
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radius of the cylindrical unit cell
coefﬁcients of outer temperature proﬁle, i ¼ 1  5
speciﬁc heat of water at constant pressure
Brownian diffusion coefﬁcient
effective diffusion coefﬁcient
Knudsen diffusion coefﬁcient
pore diameter of membrane
mass transfer rate per membrane length, deﬁned in
Eq. (42)
mass transfer rate per membrane area, deﬁned in
Eq. (30)
membrane length
molecular weight of water
the number of hollow ﬁbers in a cylindrical vessel
molar concentration of vapor molecules
radial heat ﬂux at inner surface (r ¼a) of HF
membrane
radial heat ﬂux across the membrane
radial heat ﬂux at outer surface (r ¼b) of HF
membrane
universal gas constant
radius of a cylindrical vessel
heat transfer rate per membrane length, deﬁned in
Eq. (41)
temperature proﬁle in the inner space, 0 o r o a
and 0 o z oL
temperature proﬁle in the membrane region,
a o r o b and 0 oz o L
temperature proﬁle in the outer space, b or oc and
0ozoL
inner temperature on the lumen surface,
T inr ðr ¼ a; zÞ
outer temperature on the shell surface, T otr ðr ¼ b; zÞ
axial velocity in the inner (lumen) channel
(0 or o a)
total ﬂow rate through lumen spaces of Nfbr ﬁbers
total ﬂow rate through shell spaces of Nfbr ﬁbers
axial velocity in the outer (shell) channel (bo r o c)
representative velocity in shell space, Eq. (19)
angular velocity of ﬂuid stream
radial velocity of ﬂuid stream
axial velocity of ﬂuid stream
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